MyoMonitor: Evaluating muscle fatigue with commodity smartphones
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ABSTRACT

Muscle fatigue is common among humans and also a crucial indicator of many muscular diseases such as muscular dystrophy and disorders. Timely evaluation of muscle fatigue, hence, is important to track disease progress and avoid disease exacerbations. However, convenient tools for evaluating muscle fatigue out of clinic are still missing. In this paper, we present a new technique that uses commodity smartphones to evaluate muscle fatigue through simple and daily muscle exercises. The basic idea of our technique is to mimic an active sonar system with the smartphone’s built-in microphone and speaker, and use this sonar system to evaluate muscle fatigue from the muscle’s surface characteristics that can be measured from the transmitted acoustic signal. More specifically, our technique first measures the acoustic channel disturbances caused by fatigue-induced muscle tremor via channel estimation, and then derives quantitative fatigue levels from the variation of acoustic channel estimation. By using the arm bicep muscle as our primary target, we designed the exercise protocol and implemented a smartphone app for fatigue evaluation. Experiment results verified that our technique can precisely evaluate the speed of muscle fatigue accumulation, as well as identifying the actual fatigue occurrence. This technique, hence, could be used in practical home settings for effective fatigue evaluation on a daily basis.

1. Introduction

Muscles are essential to humans since they are responsible for body mobility and posture maintenance. The overuse of muscle may cause feelings of soreness, trembling, and cramping, which are major symptoms of muscle fatigue. Muscle fatigability measures how fast and easily the muscle gets fatigued, and is crucial for diagnosing many muscular diseases such as muscular disorders and dystrophy that influence 1 in every 3500 males but has no cure so far (Muscular dystrophy statistics; Angelini & Tasca, 2012). During clinical visits, the muscle fatigability can be evaluated by lactic acid accumulation using a blood test (Sahlin, 1986) or myoelectric signals using electromyography (EMG) (Cifrek et al., 2009), but frequent daily evaluation of muscle fatigue out of clinic is usually preferred in most of muscular disease diagnosis for long-term tracking of disease progress and medication efficacy (Ciafaloni et al., 2009). Unfortunately, effective methods for such out-of-clinic evaluation are currently missing, and patients instead are only asked to self report their feelings of fatigue by completing certain questionnaires (Christodoulou, 2005, pp. 19–35). This method is quite inaccurate because different individuals may have subjective definitions of fatigue feeling, which makes the evaluation of muscle fatigue unreliable. The key to accurate evaluation, on the other hand, calls for an objective biomarker that reliably indicates the fatigue level under normal daily circumstances out of clinic.

To address this challenge, in this paper we present a new technique that uses commodity smartphones for objective muscle evaluation out of clinic. This technique is built on the physiological fact that human muscles will unconsciously tremble or shake when getting fatigued and such tremor proportionates to the level of muscle fatigue (Lippold, 1981). Since this muscle tremor can produce
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shape changes on the muscle surface, we could measure the muscle fatigue from such changes which affect the acoustic signal being transmitted between the smartphone’s built-in speaker and microphone, as shown in Fig. 1. More specifically, the smartphone transmits acoustic signals towards the muscle piece being monitored and receives reflected signals by its microphone. This signal flight path forms a propagation channel, in which any physical change of the nearby muscle objects disturb the channel and can hence be captured from the channel estimation.

In practice, to ensure the accuracy and reliability of evaluating muscle fatigue, our design aims to address the following three technical challenges:

1. As the built-in speakers of commodity smartphones are usually omnidirectional, the transmitted acoustic channel is significantly affected by the motions of other parts of the human body (e.g., head and hands).
2. We need to appropriately interpret the disturbances on the acoustic channel into quantified levels of muscle fatigue, so that we have numerical metrics of fatigue level for fatigability analysis.
3. We lack quantifiable ground truth of muscle fatigue, and we must find ways to prove that our measurements are consistent with fatigue practices.

To exclude signal reflections from irrelevant body chunks and ensure that only channel disturbances caused by the muscle tremor are being measured, we modulate the transmitted signal with a pre-defined codeword, so that we can differentiate reflections from objects located at different distances. In this way, the entire channel estimations can be divided into results at different distance ranges. Then, we only need to extract the signal characteristics related to the actual location of the muscle.

Furthermore, we interpret channel disturbances into fatigue using the variations of channel estimation during the time that the muscle generates force and trembles. Multiple features from the estimated channel response are chosen to represent such variation and they will then serve as quantitative biomarkers of the fatigue level. When we analyze the change of fatigue level over a group of muscle efforts, though with no ground truth to compare, we can demonstrate the effectiveness of such evaluation from two aspects. 1) Our evaluation can reflect the speed of fatigue accumulation during bicep workouts with different weights. 2) Our evaluation can detect the occurrence of fatigue and demonstrate the consistency when the subject has initial muscle tiredness.

By addressing these challenges, our technique has several important characteristics. First, it is completely contactless and non-invasive, and its operation does not require any professional training or guidance. Hence, it could be easily operated by the patients themselves out of clinic on a daily basis. Second, it is highly adaptive and capable of efficiently removing the impact of different environmental factors and human dynamics. Third, it builds on commodity smartphones and does not require any extra hardware. Based on these characteristics, our technique is fully capable of being applied to various practical scenarios for daily evaluation of muscle fatigue and muscular disease diagnosis.

By collaborating with orthopaedic doctors, we devised a protocol of monitoring biceps brachii fatigue. The protocol is instructed by a fully automated smartphone app with voice guidance. We conducted experiments over five student volunteers with more than 200 groups of workouts in total. 70% of the data can exhibit the expected results and consistency of fatigue evaluation. Our preliminary exploration of the technique paves the way for further clinical investigation and validation, which could be a potentially beneficial tool for patients with muscle myopathy and disorders.

2. Background and motivation

Before introducing our technical design, we first describe the clinical background of muscle fatigue, including the basic mechanism of human muscular system and how the fatigue correlates to muscle tremor that motivates our technique.

![Fig. 1. Our technique measuring channel disturbance caused by muscle tremor.](image-url)
2.1. The human muscular system

The basic component of human muscular system is the motor unit (MU), which consists of motor neuron and muscle fibers. As shown in Fig. 2 (Sa-Ngiamsak), the motor neurons lie in the neuron pool located at spinal cord and each of them controls and innervates a set of muscle fibers. The muscle fibers constitute different types of muscle all over the human body and they are connected to a specific motor neuron by muscle nerve. The communication between the motor neuron and muscle fibers is achieved by myoelectric signals, which is also the principle of clinical EMG diagnosis (Gandevia, 2001). The number of MUs per muscle varies from 100 (e.g., hand muscle) to 1000 or more (e.g., limb muscle), but the relationship is one-to-one that each MU is only responsible for one particular muscle (Warburton et al., 1999).

Fig. 3 describes how the force is generated under the collaboration between human brain cortex and MUs via electrical signal. The signal originates from the brain and transmits through spinal cord to specific motor units (Merletti & Parker, 2004). Then based on how much force is needed, the MU recruitment starts. The more force being generated, the more muscle fibers are required to get involved, so the more MUs need to be recruited. When enough MUs are ready to trigger the contraction of muscle, a new process begins as the so-called MU firing. The firing makes every motor neuron innervates their corresponding muscle fibers and generates the final force as what we feel during muscle exercises (Neuroscience.L https://).

2.2. Muscle tremor and fatigue

Tremor is one of common consequences of muscle fatigue and the cause of tremor can be explained from the physiological aspect. As described in Section 2.1, during MU firing, each MU triggers the muscle with an impulse signal (Allum et al., 1978). As shown in Fig. 4, when the muscle has not been fatigued, all the MUs functions normally so that the combinational results of many MUs lead to a smooth contraction of the muscle. However, after overusing the muscle, the lactic acid starts accumulating in the muscle and reduces the intracellular pH. This phenomenon will decrease the conduction velocity of muscle fibers so that some of the MUs exhaust to maintain the force (Morrison et al., 2005). The exhaustion of these MUs will cause the fatigue that we feel, and in the meantime, the contraction becomes less consistent and produces the tremor that we observe (Gandevia, 2001).

Clinical study also showed that the amplitude of muscle tremor proportionates to the level of muscle fatigue (Gajewski, 2006). As shown in Fig. 5, the subjects in this research were asked to contract their muscle before and after exercises with great intensity. From the readings reported by accelerometers placed on the muscle, it is observed that the average amplitude of tremor increases when the muscle gets fatigued. Motivated by such correlation between muscle tremor and fatigue, we design our technique that measures the muscle tremor externally as the physical disturbance caused in an acoustic signal channel and further use such tremor to evaluate the actual muscle fatigue.

2.3. Muscle contraction phases

Muscle contraction can be categorized as isometric and isotonic contractions (Muscle physiology). Though both two phases can generate force, isometric contractions do not change the length of muscle while isotonic contractions require lengthening or shortening...
the muscle. Taking common bicep exercises as an example, isometric contraction happens when we attempt to hold the dumbbell with no arm movements and the isotonic contraction happens when we lift up (down) the dumbbell by moving the lower arm. Moreover, the upper arm shows more evident geometrical change (bigger) during isotonic than isometric contractions. Fatigue induced tremor exhibits over both isometric and isotonic phases (Tarata et al., 2001), but based on the rationale of our technique that monitoring channel disturbances caused by physical change, tremor can be monitored with more confidence if no body motion or muscle geometrical change exhibits during isometric contractions. Since we target on bicep muscles in this paper, differentiating different phases of muscle contraction is also essential in our design.

3. Overview

As shown in Fig. 6, our technique of muscle fatigue evaluation consists of three consecutive modules. First, the channel estimation module converts the received ultrasound signal samples into an estimation matrix that represents the acoustic channel variation over time. To exclude irrelevant signal reflections, we specifically modulate the transmitted signal with a known codeword sequence. Such operation can divide the acoustic channel into different distance ranges (sub-channels), and we only need to extract the channel information corresponding to the range where muscle is placed. Section 4.1 describes the signal design and channel estimation in detail.

Second, in every single workout, we interpret the result of the above channel estimation into the corresponding fatigue level using the fatigue interpretation module. For the bicep muscle, this module identifies the muscle contraction phases and keeps only data during isometric contraction because it does not involve any body motion or geometrical change of muscle that creates extra disturbances on the acoustic channel. Then, we extract specific features from the channel estimation matrix to quantify the fatigue level. These features will be the raw inputs for further fatigability analysis. Details about these features are described in Section 4.2.

Third, the fatigability analysis module evaluates the muscle condition using all fatigue level quantifications in a group of workouts.
Since muscle fatigue should monotonically increase over consecutive workouts, we first remove certain outlier workouts that exhibit abnormal fatigue values. Then, we investigate the fatigability by analyzing the speed of fatigue accumulation and the actual occurrence of fatigue in a group of workouts. For the accumulation speed, we use a single numerical feature to represent the fatigue level via linear curve fitting. For the occurrence of fatigue, we define a feature set and cluster them into two categories as non-fatigue and fatigue. We describe related approaches and algorithms in Section 4.3.

4. System design

In this section, we present the design of our technique in detail, including how to estimate the acoustic channel, interpret fatigue level and analyze the fatigability of the muscle.

4.1. Channel estimation

To obtain the estimation matrix that carries information of muscle tremor, our technique contains two major steps of signal design and channel estimation.

**Signal design:** The signal transmitted by smartphone speaker contains single carrier frequency and we encode the carrier wave with a known sequence through BPSK modulation as shown in Fig. 7. To achieve efficient computation of channel estimation (Pukkila, 2000), the sequence is chosen as a 26-bit GSM training sequence that is originally used in GSM communication protocol for channel equalization. Such pre-known sequence, though primarily estimates the characteristics of physical path in RF systems, is also applicable to acoustic channel due to the similarity between signal processing methods of both systems. Besides, since commodity smartphones always have co-located speaker and microphone (e.g., at the bottom side of the smartphone), their direct transmission, if not properly tackled, will have significant impact on the channel estimation. Therefore, we append a fixed idle period after each modulated sequence to make our transmitted signal perform like an impulse signal. With only reflections from external objects, the received sequence can be correctly demodulated to ensure the correctness of the channel estimation.

**Channel estimation:** The received signal sequence $y$, after demodulation, is expressed as $y = Mh + n$, where $h$ is the complex channel impulse response, $n$ is white Gaussian noise and $M$ is the circulant training sequence derived from the known sequence mentioned in our signal design (Pukkila, 2000). Let $m = \{m_0, m_1, \ldots, m_{L-1}\}$ denote the known signal sequence being transmitted and $L + P = 26$ denote the matrix size ($L$ and $P$ are estimation parameters), then $M$ is formed as:

$$
M = \begin{bmatrix}
  m_L & \cdots & m_1 & m_0 \\
  m_{L-1} & \cdots & m_2 & m_1 \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots \\
  m_{L+P-1} & \cdots & m_P & m_{P-1} \\
\end{bmatrix} P \times (L+1)
$$

(1)

The best linear unbiased estimate (BLUE) for $h_{(L-1)\times1}$ is then computed as $\hat{h} = (M^H M)^{-1} M^H y$, where we use partial decoded sequence $y_{P+1}$. For the GSM training sequences, the given solution to $\hat{h}$ provides the periodic autocorrelation function of the codeword sequence in the received signal. Since objects at different distances produce delayed reflections of the same transmitted ultrasound signal, we could extract the channel estimation corresponding to a certain distance range from the smartphone by shifting the original training sequence and autocorrelating it with different segments of the received signal after demodulation. Such operation, as shown in Fig. 8, divides the entire surrounding area into smaller ranges (sub-channels), and the aforementioned parameter $L$ determines the number of such sub-channels. Note that, larger $L$ produces more sub-channels with individual estimations, but the correspondingly smaller $P$ will make the estimation less reliable as the length of autocorrelation is reduced (Yun et al., 2017). Empirically, we select $P = 16$ and $L = 10$ to have the best estimation results.

In summary, our preliminary metric $\hat{h}$ is a complex vector, each element of which represents the channel estimation value at a specific distance range. Motion artifacts (e.g., body and hand motions) from other body chunks happen in distance ranges that are irrelevant to target muscle so that they will not affect our monitoring result. For those sub-channels farther from the phone, although our signal can still capture the variation within them, the interference and signal attenuation become more significant compared with

---

**Fig. 6.** Design overview.
closer ones. To improve the system reliability, we stipulate that our system should be used by placing the muscle being monitored close to the phone (<10 cm). Then, under the training sequence bit rate of 5 k/s, we will only search for tremor caused channel variation in the first three sub-channels (range of 10.2 cm).

4.2. Fatigue interpretation

Next, we interpret the channel estimation values into the level of muscle fatigue. When the human subject contracts the muscle to produce force, our system records every changing value of $\hat{h}$ during the process. At the end of each workout, we will have a time series of measurements on each sub-channel.

Depending on the type of exercise and muscle being used, we further process the received signal to locate the period of time that only the muscle tremor is the main cause of channel variation. For example, when a bicep workout is our target, the key of obtaining such period of time is to differentiate isometric and isotonic contractions because, as mentioned in Section 2.3, arm motion and the geometrical change of muscle may impact the tremor monitoring during an isotonic contraction (e.g., lifting up the forearm). Fig. 9 shows the time series from one sub-channel during a complete bicep workout and we demonstrate such impact by taking the moduli of those complex metrics.

From Fig 9, we observe that both lift-up and lift-down phases lead to more evident changes of channel estimation due to the change of muscle geometry. As the physical change caused by tremor can be minor, it is very likely to be covered when being measured from isotonic contractions. To build solely the connection between tremor and channel variation, we identify the isometric phase by comparing the value range of a 3-s (stipulated in the test protocol) sliding window with a threshold. The threshold is set as 10% of the measured value over the 1st second when a subject remains static and prepares to begin the workout. Since this threshold is determined every time when the workout starts, it serves as a generic calibration process.

After addressing all significant factors that may affect the channel estimation, we propose an approach to extract the channel variation led by muscle tremor and interpret it to fatigue level. We exploit the channel estimation metric in the complex plane by assuming that any complex time series over time, if not being disturbed, would concentrate at a single point on the complex plane.

$^1$ Each sub-channel corresponds to a distance of $V_s/2B$, where $V_s$ is the speed of sound (340 m/s) and $B$ is the bit rate.
As shown in Fig. 10, the more disperse of the time series in the complex plane is, the more muscle tremor is exhibited. To measure the degree of dispersion, we first find the average point of all complex signal samples on the complex plane. Then, we form a new vector by computing the distance between every signal sample and the average point. For a single workout, the quantitative fatigue level can be formulated as the mean of these distances.

4.3. Fatigability analysis

After we interpret every workout into a specific fatigue level, we analyze the muscle fatigability in a scope of multiple workouts (a group) that one can finish during each test. However, these fatigue levels may contain outliers due to the uncertainty of subject’s efforts. For example, in a certain workout, the fatigue level may be abnormally high because the subject moves the arm. Presuming that human fatigue accumulates monotonically over time (Calbet, 2006), we will first identify these outliers and exclude them from muscle fatigue evaluation.

To decide an outlier, we first compute the difference between the fatigue level of a specific workout and the median fatigue level of the entire group of workouts. If the difference is three times larger than median absolute deviation (MAD), we consider the data as an outlier. Here the MAD is defined as:

\[
MAD = \text{median}(\{|A_i - \text{median}(A)|\}) \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, N, \tag{2}
\]

where \(A\) is a test group including \(N\) workouts.

Then, we understand the muscle fatigability from two aspects: 1) the fatigue accumulation speed and 2) the occurrence of fatigue over a group of workouts.

**Fatigue accumulation speed:** The fatigue accumulation speed can be computed based on the quantitative fatigue level of each workout. Fig. 11 depicts raw measurements of the fatigue level as discrete samples, over consecutive workouts in the same test group. In particular, we apply linear curve fitting over these samples, and the produced slope could then be used as the measurement of fatigue accumulation speed. From our experiments, the slope values are always positive, which conforms to the intuition that fatigue does not decrease when the subject keeps exercising.

![Fig. 9. The waveform difference between isometric or isotonic contractions.](image1)

![Fig. 10. The concentration of a complex time series interpreted as fatigue level.](image2)
Identifying the occurrence of fatigue: The accumulation speed reflects the muscle strength, such that stronger muscle exhibits slower accumulation of fatigue. However, it can not tell the actual occurrence of fatigue, which is of great importance in many practical scenarios of disease tracking and evaluation. Instead, we formulate the identification of fatigue occurrence as a binary clustering problem. The clustering is performed using \( k \)-means algorithm and all workouts of a test group will be clustered to be either “fatigued” or “non-fatigued” workout. To improve the reliability of the clustering, we incorporate more features besides the mean of distances on the complex plane as discussed in Section 4.2. These features are statistical moments including variance (second order central moment) and skewness (third order standardized moment) of these distances.

We initialize two clusters with the centroids defined as the feature values of the first and last workout in a group, respectively. This is to assume that the muscle at the end of a group of workouts is always fatigued. On the contrary, the first workout always begins with non-fatigued muscle. Next, we randomly feed the rest of the workouts into the clustering algorithm and compute the sum of point-to-centroid Euclidean distances. The algorithm runs for multiple times and returns the clustering results with least sum distances over all clusters.

However, due to the complexity of muscle fatigue, if we align the workouts in time order, there may not always be a clear boundary defined as the occurrence of fatigue as shown in Fig. 12. We summarize several reasons for this phenomenon from our experiments. First, people may not maintain the same concentration during the entire group of workouts. e.g., at a certain workout, they may be distracted and fail to strictly follow the protocol. Second, the actual boundary between fatigued and non-fatigued is not obvious enough and based on subjects’ different physical condition, the transition between two feelings may last long. As a result, the clustering results may show two clusters, in which some of points during the middle of test mix together.

**Algorithm 1.** Search the boundary between fatigued and non-fatigued clustering results

**Input:** \( W(i) \): the clustering results of a group of workouts, \( i = 1 \ldots T \). \( N \): the iteration index.

**Output:** \( B \): the index of Boundary.

1. Initialize \( N \leftarrow 1 \). \( B_{list} \leftarrow \emptyset \). \( C \leftarrow 0 \). the number of potential boundaries
2. while \( C \neq 1 \) do
3. for \( 1 < i \leq T - 2N \) do
4. In \( W(i) \), correct the minority to majority of clustering results within a window length of \( 2N + 1 \).
5. end for
6. for \( 1 < i \leq T - 2(N + 1) + 1 \) do
7. if the clustering results change from “non-fatigued” to “fatigued” within a window length of \( 2(N + 1) \) then
8. \( C \leftarrow C + 1 \)
9. Append the index of changing point to \( B_{list} \)
10. end if
11. end for
12. end while
13. \( B \leftarrow \) the only boundary in \( B_{list} \)

To address such ambiguity of muscle fatigue occurrence, we proposed a heuristic searching algorithm that explicitly finds the boundary. The algorithm, as described in Algorithm LABEL:alg:boundarySearch, is based on the distribution of clustering results among consecutive workouts and corrects minority of data points to the majority until there is only one boundary dividing “fatigued” and “non-fatigued” clearly. The outcomes, as shown in Fig. 13, remove the ambiguous transition between two muscle status and correct the outliers produced by inadequate human effort.
5. Implementation

We implement our technique as an Android smartphone app, which uses 20 kHz as the carrier wave of our encoded signal. Though commodity smartphones usually have two pairs of speaker and microphone for music playback or voice call, we choose top speaker along with bottom microphone because this combination can ensure the best results of channel estimation from our experiments. To minimize interaction needs, the subject only needs to signal the start and end of each test by pressing a phone volume button. The test protocol is suggested by clinicians based on a simple bicep workout and entire procedures are automated by voice and screen instructions as shown in Fig. 14.

The protocol stipulates that the basic unit of our test is a group, in which we require the subject to complete as many biceps workouts as possible until he/she feels hard to follow the speed of voice instructions. Each workout includes steps of preparation, lift-up, hold, lift-down and a resting interval for the following workouts. By explicitly defining the duration of these steps and the elevation that the dumbbell should be lifted, we make the protocol standardized so that people with different muscle condition should have similar feeling of fatigue after enough times of workout.

![Protocol procedures and instructions of the smartphone app.](image-url)
6. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our technique over 5 student volunteers. All volunteers have different muscle strength and exercise habits, but none of them has ever experienced any muscle disorders. All experiments are done in a 10m × 10m lab office with furniture and electronic equipment. Based on the evaluation goals, we may ask the subjects to use dumbbells with different weights or complete multiple groups of test. During the test, the smartphone should be placed closely (5–10 cm) with its screen facing towards the muscle being monitored. For bicep muscle, we handmade a holder to fix the phone screen pointing to the inner area of upper arm as shown in Fig. 15.

6.1. Fatigue accumulation with different workloads

We first evaluate our technique when being used to analyze the accumulation speed of muscle fatigue. The evaluation is based on a fact that bicep muscle would become fatigued faster when being exercised with heavier weights, so we preset 3 wt options and ask the subject to complete at least 1 group of workouts for each weight option. Our evaluation metric is whether the slope values discussed in Section 4.3 become larger accordingly as we increase the weights.

Meanwhile, we also deploy an EMG device, as shown in Fig. 16, to further validate such fact of accumulation speed and serve as the ground truth to evaluate our technique. In the scope of EMG analysis, muscle fatigue can be represented as the integration of EMG signal (IEMG) while muscle contracts (Stokes & Dalton, 1991), namely the area within the EMG curve and time axis as shown in Fig. 17. With similar insights of our system, we perform the first order curve fitting over IEMG values measured in a group of workouts and use the slope value to represent the accumulation speed of fatigue.

Fig. 18 shows the fitted lines of fatigue measurements for both EMG and our technique. The experiment includes 3 groups of workouts using weights of 9, 14 and 19 pounds respectively over the same subject. Because EMG has different measurement rationale with our technique, the scales of these values are different. However, from the correspondence between the slope value and actual weight being used, we validate that fatigue accumulates faster as we use heavier weights, which agrees with results measured by our technique as well.

We then evaluate our technique regarding its generality over more subjects with the same weight settings. Table 1 shows the slope values measured on all volunteers with different muscle strength, from which we still observe the same trend of increasing value when the weight gets heavier. Noticeably, each individual tends to have a value distinct from all the others. We consider such results are caused by muscle development and strength of different individuals, especially for subject #4 whose measurements are quite similar with different weights.

Due to less exercises and training compared with others, the bicep muscle of subject #4 is much weaker, which causes the monitored data exhibiting little difference between isometric and isotonic contractions, as shown in Fig. 19. Unlike data collected from others that clearly shows the transition between these two phases such as the waveform in Fig. 9, subject #4’s data hinders the estimation of muscle tremor as well as the fatigue monitoring. For the rest majority of people, our technique can effectively quantify the speed of fatigue accumulation.

6.2. Identifying the occurrence of fatigue

To justify that our technique is effective and consistent with the nature of muscle fatigue, we ask each subject to finish 3 groups (a session) of workouts using the same weight with an interval of 1 h. Then, given that later groups are conducted based on initial tiredness led by previous group(s), we consider that muscle fatigue, under the same weight, should occur earlier in later groups. As a result, we define a consistent test session as $G_1 > G_2 > G_3$, where $G_i$ is the workout index of fatigue boundary in group $i$. Then, our evaluation metric is the percentage of consistent sessions among all test sessions being finished.

We collected 34 sessions of data over all the five volunteers and 23 sessions (67.6%) achieve the aforementioned consistency after the identification of fatigue occurrence. Fig. 20 presents the percentage of consistent sessions over 5 individuals, and our technique can achieve around 70% of consistency for the majority of participants. With the same reason for muscle weakness mentioned above, data of subject #4 produces only 40% of consistency. For all the other subjects, the ratio of consistency is generally higher than 75%.

For the 8 inconsistent sessions from all subjects except for subject #4, Fig. 21 shows the orders of fatigue boundaries in detail. We observe that only 1 session exhibits completely inverse order ($G_3 > G_2 > G_1$), which is counter-intuitive for muscle fatigue. On the other hand, 4 out of 8 inconsistent sessions ranked the 1st group of workouts correctly but only mistakenly placed the 2nd and 3rd. Such inaccuracy between 2nd and 3rd groups is mainly caused by less evident cluster boundary after muscle exhaustion in the 1st group of that session. Since 1-h rest interval may not be sufficient enough for fatigue recovery, during the 2nd or 3rd group of tests workouts are performed with exhausted muscle that gets tired quickly. As shown in Fig. 22, the fatigue occurrence in the 3rd group is very close to that in the 2nd group, and both groups start to cluster the muscle as “fatigued” at the very beginning of the whole group. As described in Section 4.3, we initialize centroids of “fatigued” and “non-fatigue” clusters using the first and last workouts, the cluster boundaries in later groups shrink so that the data randomness produces this minor inconsistency.

Overall, these results demonstrate that the workout index discovered by our technique is a potential indicator of actual fatigue occurrence, and our technique bears more confidence when being applied to muscle without initial tiredness.
7. Related work

7.1. Muscle fatigue monitoring

Most systems for muscle fatigue monitoring are based on the EMG technique, which is non-invasive and widely adopted in clinic for the diagnosis of muscle disorders. However, clinical EMG equipment is too bulky to be carried for monitoring muscle fatigue produced in daily exercises out of clinic, the primary goal of these EMG-based systems is hence to make the measurement device portable and convenient. Chen et al. (2014) and Chang et al. (2012) designed lightweight circuitry with EMG sensors and a Bluetooth module that transmits the data wirelessly. Therefore, these systems can be attached to human body and monitor the fatigue through EMG signals.
Fig. 18. Slope values of 3 different weights measured by EMG and our technique.

Table 1
The speed of fatigue accumulation (slope value) over different subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject #</th>
<th>9 Pounds</th>
<th>14 Pounds</th>
<th>19 Pounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>2.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>3.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 19. The data of subject #4 with weaker muscle.

Fig. 20. Consistent sessions (%) of each individual.
produced during muscle exercises, but are generally expensive for patients to afford daily monitoring and evaluation. From another aspect to reduce the scale of on-body system, Dayan et al. (2012) proposed a fatigue monitoring system without using any microprocessor for the processing and transmission of EMG signal. Instead, they developed metrics of EMG spike and peak and used digital comparator and counter to monitor fatigue by counting the spikes. However, the monitoring accuracy of this system could be greatly impaired in many cases.

Besides EMG-based systems, many prior works exploit other sensing modalities for muscle fatigue monitoring. Vescio et al. (2011) modeled the fatigue as the bioimpedance change, so that they injected a small amount of electrical current into muscle and measured the electrical impedance. Being inspired by ultrasound imaging, AlMohimeed et al. (2013) integrated ultrasonic transducer into a piezoelectric film. Their system transmitted pulse signals and analyzed the echo to obtain the contraction information of small muscle on human body. However, all systems mentioned above require the attachment of sensors to human body. On the contrary, our technique is completely contactless, which is of great convenience for daily applications.

7.2. Mobile systems for health monitoring

In the past years, many mobile health systems have been built based on smartphones. For example, by using the smartphone camera, Bui et al. (2017) measures the blood oxygen level by analyzing the flash light reflections from a fingertip. Qian et al. (2018) implements the electrocardiograms (ECG) on commodity smartphones that provide real-time heartbeat visualization. Bui et al. (2019) estimates the blood pressure level from human ear and realizes frequent blood pressure monitoring without affecting normal activities. To assess the health status, Balaji et al. (2019) analyzes the pH of sweat using pulse oximeter and can be integrated into smartwatches. Given the devastating consequences of myopathy and lifelong requirements of progression tracking, our technique implemented on commodity smartphones is the first mobile system targeting on muscle health monitoring.
8. Discussions

8.1. Monitoring people with obesity

Obese people tend to have extra body fat, which may make the skeletal muscle less observable. Although our technique correlates fatigue by monitoring the tremor of muscle, it does not attempt to penetrate any human tissue due to the low power of the ultrasound signal transmitted by smartphone. Instead, we monitor the external change of the muscle shape (e.g., arm shaking) caused by fatigue-induced tremor. Hence, since the fat tissue at the body surface can also reflect tremor externally, such differences on people with obesity will not impact the effectiveness of our proposed technique.

8.2. Monitoring different muscles and exercises

Our work primarily targets on the bicep muscle that is the simplest for experimental setup, but our technique could be easily generalized to other skeletal muscles, because tremor widely happens in all muscles (Lippold, 1981) and the data processing and analyzing approaches being applied on bicep muscle can be similarly adopted to other muscles. On the other hand, different muscle exercises may cause difficulty in setting up the position of smartphone. For example, when doing biceps exercises, the upper arm can be steadily held in bicep exercises in order to limit movements that affect the acoustic channel estimation. However, during deep squatting that trains quadriceps and requires entire leg movements, the monitoring smartphone cannot be stationary. In such cases, our system can be attached to muscle using a strap, and the tremor can be monitored from the closest sub-channel. Since the smartphone is relatively stationary with respect to the muscle, body movements will have the minimum impact on our evaluation accuracy.

8.3. Variation among human beings

As shown in Section 6, our technique has noticeably different measurements over certain individuals. This is expected, since people always have different muscle strengths that are difficult to be adapted in our protocol. To ensure that most subjects can feel muscle fatigue, our standardized protocol stipulates the same weight settings and a terminating condition of a test group as “difficult to follow the protocol”. As a result, low data quality of certain individuals may cause heterogeneous performance, not only because of their weaker muscle, but also because of their limited efforts and willingness of doing standard bicep workouts with heavier weights.

9. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a novel technique that evaluates muscle fatigue from commodity smartphones. Our technique measures disturbances of acoustic channels caused by muscle tremor, and interprets the variations of channels into fatigue level. As the preliminary target, we further analyze muscle fatigability with specifically designed protocol for bicep workout. Evaluation results over multiple human individuals show that our system can achieve consistency with clinical EMG device on measuring the accumulation speed of fatigue, and 70% accuracy when being used to identify the occurrence of fatigue.
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